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R	 DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYST S OF A MODULAR
r	 APPROACH TO PAYLOAD SPECIALIST TRAINING	 .
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1.0 SUMMARY
A description of the development anci analysis of a modular approach to
Spacelab payload crew training is presented in this report. Representative
missions are defined for training requirements analysis, training hardware,
and simulations. 'Training tunes are projected for each experiment of each
representative .flight. A parametric analysis of the various flights defines
	 j
resource requirements for a moduJa.r_ - training facility at different flight fre-
quencies. The modular approach is believed to be more flexible, time saving . ,	 !
quid economical than provious single high fidelity trainer concepts
t2.0 INTRODUCTION
The American Space Program has been characterized by highly success-
ful missions, due in part to the lengthy, extensive training; programs provided
for the astronauts.. Widely spaced launch schedules, a dedicated cadre of
astronauts, a generous budget, and a limited number of total flights enabled
such extensive training to be provided. Now, however, NASA is entering the
Shuttle era where the latest mission model identifies as many as 60 flights per
year, with the total number of flights planned being over 500. To support such
a number of flights, a more cost conscious budget will be a necessity.
To operate the Shuttle a professional cadre of astronauts will still be
needed as pilots and crew members. However, since Spacelabs will be flown
on many of these Shuttle flights, additional crewmen will be required. On
Spacelab flights, researchers or their representatives will be offered the
opportunity to fly into Earth orbit and to perform their own experiments in orbit.
These crew members' ( called payload specialists) responsibilities will be
experir-ent related only. These flights introduce an entirely new concept in
flight crews and training concepts.
The requirement to train these individuals in the procedures for perform-
ing experiments in space presents a new and unique problem not satisfied by the
training techniques employed for professional astronauts. This report defines
a payload specialist training concept, and proceeds to provide an indepth train-
ing requirements analysis of selected missions. In addition, the results of a
parametric analysis providing preliminary resource requirements are
documented.
,
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3. G BACKGROUND
The Shuttle System is a transportation system designed to carry payloads
to and diom Var,:th orbit and to support in-orfwit performance of experiments.
The prime Shuttle payload, the only one discussed in this paper, is Spacelab.
Spacelab has two major components, modules and ballets. The long; pressurized
module is G. J m (22.6 ft) long and 4. 06 ni (13. 3 ft) in diameter, and pallets
r	
are in 3 in (J. 8 ft) long segments. On a given mission, the Spacelab configura-
tion cwt be comprised of a module only, a pallet(s) only, or a combination of
modulo(s) and pallet(s) . Exper ment payloads may be contained in the module
or mounted on the pallets for performance in Earth orbit.
Experiment payloads may be sponsored by any of a number of agencies
including; the Department of Defense (DOD), National Aeronautics and Space
Administration ( NASA) , European Space Agency (ESA),, or momber s of the
scientific community such as universities or private research organizations.
These payload sponsors or their desigiiated researchers define, design, and
develop experiment payloads for installation in a Spacelab with which to conduct
in-orbit research of their choice.
To operate the Shuttle and its Spacelab payload, a crew consisting of a
commander, a pilot, a mission specialist, and one to four payload specialist
will be required.
1. Coxnmander — The commander will be in command of the flight and
will be responsible for the overall space vehicle operations, persomiol, and
vehicle safety.
2. l:-lilot --- The pilot 10_11 be second in command of ove=rall spade vehicle.
operations. Ile will ,tour ally parforrn the payload deployment/ retrieval opera-
tions via the remote manipulator system an(] will be the second cre- mrala for
DVA operations.
3. Mission Specialist — The mission specialist mdll be proficient in
payload (experiment) operations.. Ile will have a detailed kno,,,dcdge of the
payload operations, requirements, objectives, and supporting equipment. Ile
will be knowledgeable on Orbiter and attached payload support systems acid tj=,ll
be the prime crewman for E"VA operations. At the discretion of the , payload
sponsor, he may assist in the management of payload operations and may in
specific cases serve as the payload specialist.
:, 3
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4, Payload Specialist ^ The payload specialist will be responsible for
the attainment of the payload (experiment) objectives. The payload specialist
will have a detailed knowledge of the payload instruments ( and their subsystems) )
operations, requirements, objectives, and supporting equipment. The payload
specialist will be responsible for the management of payload operations and for
the detailed operation of particular instruments or experiments. The payload
specialist must be knotivledgeable of certain Orbiter systems, e, g, , accommoda-
tions, life support, hatches, tunnels, and caution and warning systems,
Because of the nature of their job the pilot, eommander, and mission
specialist will likely be selected from a cadre of professional astronauts. The
mission specialist, pilot, and commander ? s duties are similar to astronaut
duties of previous space missions, and training could be conducted in a similar
way. However, the use of a payload specialist is a new concert, requiring the
development of a different type of training program.
As a basic philosophy, Spacelab aimo to open the space environment to
researchers, i. e. principal investigators can be their own payload specialists.
However, experience and preliminary planning indicate that the more usual or
general case will be represented by the situation where a limited number of
onboard specialists ?trill be conducting research designed and sponsored by a 	 3
larger number of ground-based principal investigators. While the specialists
may, in general, begin with an overall discipline familiarity, they will seldom
be proficient in the specific research which they will be called upon to conduct.
Moreover, neither these "proxy" researchers nor principal investigators
( should they be part of the payload: specialist cretin) will be aware of the opera-
tional watts in which their research interacts with other onboard activities.
From the outset it was recogni7,ed that all payload specialists would be
required to undergo two basic kinds of training: mission independent- and mission
dependent. Certain background knowledge and skills must be shared by all
payload specialists, regardless of the nature and objectives of their particular
missions. This Mission independent training embraces such areas as safety
procedures, general payload carrier familiarization, system familiarization, 	 R`
habitability provisions and general flight procedures, and lends itself to a
comparatively unvarying complement- of training hardware, softivare, and other
learning, aids. There is a second, or mission dependent, category of training
required training tailored to the specific objectives and hardware to be
operated on a particular mission. Clearly the training resources (hartitvare,
software, and other learning provisions) to support this class of training; will
vary with each 'unique mission.
-a..,....i
In the past, all training, including mission dependent training, was con-
ducted with the aid of extremely high fidelity, "all up" trainers, duplicating to
the highest practical extent all physical and operational aspects of the specific
mission to be performed. After each mission, training systems were recon-
figured to match the next upcoining mission. Given the overall ,quceessful record
of Americas s space program, there can be no s, ^ious question as to the efficacy
of this all-systems approach. It demands, however, either sufficient time
betw,cen missions to either reconfigure hardware and than conduct tralningr or,
alternately, sufficient training resources to permit the conduct of multiple
concurrent training operations. An early review of Spacelab oporatioas indi-
cated that the program would afford neither liberal time botween missions nor
the resources for multiple high-fidolity training facilities. For those reasons,
an alternate approach wits sought which would minimize , prorgram costs a-sso-
ciated. with multiple, high-fidcllt;y trainers, provide the flexibility to silpvort
high -frequency mission modols, and yet provide payload specialists with a high
degree of payload proficiency.
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The training approach which was explored jil depth ( which came to be
termed the "modular" approach) sought to abstract from a ranp-M of typical
missions, the elements with -,krhicli payload specialists would Interact (o g".
payload specialist station, scientific airlock, racks, ote, ) - With these clenlents
tabulated for each mission and'WrIth an ,111alysLj of how lon g at pa load specialist
would be required to train upon each element, various "mission inodels" were
analyzed to assess resource requiren-ici-its as a -function of 14ine. In a period
of particularly high flightfrequency where all iiiissions are I vomplexi l (domand-
ing a lcngthll;y training cycle for each), demands ors certain rcsourvvs niaV he
quite Itigli, A month or so later, however, the opposite :situation might bo true.
Thus for each training resource a "resource, profile" wa-s produced for ow-h or
several mission models. After .in examination of various scheduling option.;.,,
uid the application of statistical and parametric analyses, (described hervinj
and in Reference 1), a recommendation for resource Procurement was
formulated.
It is reiterated that reconimended resources arcs not at thowliole trainer
level, but rather at the element or module level. This ittiplies that at toast for
the major part or their training, payload specialists will not be surrounded by a
Spacelab pressure shell inockup with all internal features configured exactly as
they NN-111 be encountered 
in 
Flight. Bather, troy will train oil eleinents from
their payload which can be progressively integrated such that ultimately all tho
grill deal will bo pl^ysically present, butoperational elements with which they N^r
never 
in 
an exact physical duplicate or their flight Spacclab,
t
r
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Some time prior to their flight, It will be highly desirable, or oven
necessary, to familiarize payload specialists with their unique Spacelab con-
figuration. For the purposes of this study, it was postulato(I that there are at
least tAvo opportuniticsfor this physical orientation to take place. For each
payload to be assembled, a, "soft moclaip" will be constructed. This nioc , 1%111),
envisioned primarily as an aid to analytical integration, will be a three-
dimensional plywood and cardboard layout of the payload. lu
 this moctall) the,
specialist can learn the relative locations of his research with respect o other
onboard provisions, location of stowage, of various elements, otc, Milal plkysical
orientation earn 	 place on the flight hardware itself, after the 8pacolab has
beets 	 with all internal experiments and support 1wovisloiis and NvIth all
items stowed In their appropriate locations (see Section 8, o, Note 1)
The analyses undertaken to define payload specialist missloii dopeudont
training resources required to Help create We nocesstary level ol.I colupetotwo is
described below. Cortain asswulptions, drawn from extant policy and prograin
goals, consistent with the preceding di poussion gadded the Study. These
I	
"	 :inc dedLu
1. Payload specialists will I)e selected to satisfy payioad, spoii ior
requirements and although physical requirements for flight must bo met, the
payload specialist will not nocessailly be a professional astrotiaut.
2. The payload sponsor has the primary rosponslbility for trainhi p
-payload specialists iii
	 procedural aspects of the' exporlmol)ts. NASA , s
primary role is to facilitate training and to assist the payload sponsor hi meeting
his responsibility.
3. Missioti depundc-),t (exporlmotit/Spacclab interhwo) training includes
all trainbig associated with the folloNviii r -
a Common payload support equipwont familiarization,
b, ExpeorlmoU operation to include operation through the CDMS coilsole
and payload specialist, station.
C. Procedural training assistaiwo when requestccl Jky the payload spow9or.
1. Mission Indepojidetit (Orbiter/Spacelab systollis) tr ,iiiiing will
include:
6
e
a, Physiological conditioning.
b. Environmental familiarization.
c. I'liglit safety training (rescue procedures, survival equipillont and
procedures, inflight emergencies, pad egress).
d. Habitability ( sleep, hygiene, eating, exercise).:
e. Orbiter subsystems operation and characteristics (communication,
lire support, electrical power, attitude control, data mail a.gem oil t) .
. To preserve schedule integrity and provide maximum assurance that
missions will be conducted by personnel of highest qualifications, a backup Avill
be selected and trained for each payload specialist.
Based on these promises, the scope of this document is concept develop-
raca , rind requirements analysis for payload specialist mission dependent train-
ing. The following sections define the proposed conceit for payload specialist
IP 	 I
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4.0 CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
It is recognized that a training approach must produce payload specialist
competent to perform Spacelab experiments and to contend with contingency
situations. It is suggested that the use of a payload specialist modular trainer
concept in conjunction with involvement in mission preparation activities will
provide such a flexible and effective training program.
4.1
	
Modular Concept (see Section 8. 0, Note 2)
A flexible, modular trainer concept requires the use of Spacelab com-
ponent trainers such as airlocks, workbench, film vault/ stowage modules,
racks, payload specialist station, and Command and Data Management System
(CDMS) consoles. These items could be drawn upon to configure a training
compartment for a particular experiment training exercise. At the same time
other compartments could be configured for training on other experiments from
that payload or for other payloads. Instead of a single trainer creating a queue
for payload specialists, simultaneous training of several payload specialists
could occur thus reducing cost and time while providing maximum trainer con-
figuration flexibility.
Typically a payload specialist might be processed through the training
facility as indicated in Figure 1. The orientation would give an overview of the
Spacelab mission and its objectives as well as training objectives. A descrip-
tion of the facility would be provided together with an introduction to operational
procedures to be followed. Also included in this orientation would be a presenta-
tion of each payload specialist' s schedule for the training sessions. A tour of
the facility would be conducted to orientate the payload specialist to the location
of the various areas within the facility.
Y
FACILITY
WALK
THROUGH TRAINING  ^	 TRAINING
NT
	
DEBRIEFING ^ RAINING
Figure 1. Typical training activities of payload specialist
through training facility.
8
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After training f4vility orientation, the payload specialists would spend
a session in a flight configured soft nnockup (wood and cardboard), This would
allow them to locate their experiments within the 5pacelab and in relation to
other crewmen' s experiments,
Lach payload specialist -vvould then complete a series of experimei-it
'	 specific training programs consisting of classroom and part task training
exorcises on each of his assigned experiments,
following this a debriefing/ evaluation period would occur where the
payload sponsor identifies those areas in which he feels die payload specialist
requires more training. The payload specialist would 'Lien receive additional
training in those areas ire which his perfo -mange is not adequate.
As a climax to the training exercise, the individual training compartment
partitions would be removed as necessary and an integrated payload training;
cession conducted involving all mission payload specialists. During this phas(;.
of training a Payload Operations Center (POC) would be interfaced with the
training facility to simulate a ground/orbit interface.
, E 4.2	 Mission Activities Involvement
In addition to the formal training cycle, utilizing the concepts just
described, payload specialist involvement in nfission preparation ;activities
can provide effective, realistic procedural and system interface training.
Such mUsion activity involvement is essential to reduce payload specialist
dedicated training time and training expense. Areas in which the payload
specialist should be involved are experiment development and integration,
mission and flight planning, and ground operations.
Experiment development and integration activities include the following:
1, Experiment design and fabrication
2. Experiment reviews
R 3. Experiment installation
i
4. _ Integration and acceptance reviews and tests.
y
1	 9
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Involvement in these activities would give the payload specialist an excellent
background in the intricacies of experiment operation and interfaces.
Mission and Flight Planning activities include:
#!	 1. Discussion of mission objectives and constraints
^E
u	 2. Analysis of operations
3. Logistics tnd scheduling
r
M
4. Flight plan development
5. Onboard activity scheduling.
Active participation in these activities should provide the payload specialist
with a Food understanding of flight activities and objectives, and his responsibil-
ities as payload specialist.
Payload specialist involvement in ground operations activities should
	 r
include:
I. Subsystem and integrated systems tests
2 Payload/ Orbiter verification cheeks
3. Launch readiness reviews and tests.
This would provide a payload specialist interface with actual flight hardware
as well as integrated activity with other crew members.
1	 10
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IG. 0 IDENTIFICATION OF TRAINING RESOURCES
The resourec-s needed to support. the modular concept of payload specialist
training include facilities, bardware, and software. Each of the major Items is
defined in the following paragraphs.
5.1	 Facilities
Tile types of facilities required are:
f,
1. Classrooms — The classroom should provide an onviromilent that
allows the payload specialist to acquire an understanding of the requirements
and obtain a basic knowled,go of experiment operating capabilities and linnita Lions.
Resources required for classroom support should include desks, chair 8
chalkboax&, flip chart boards, and other audio-visual aids such as overhead
projectors, slide projectors. movie projectors, and audio tape recorders.
is
2.	 Part Task Compartments — In the part task area, the payload
specialist develops a detailed understanding of hardware location, orientation,
and configuration and obtains basic hands-on operational experience. 	 It should
be designed to support the payload specialist in developing the skills necessary
for experiment performance and in developing crew coordination.
The part task areas should prcvide sufficient space and facilities to
simulate Spacclab work stations.	 Spacelab similar racks should be utilized
and the capability to interface rack mounted equipment to the CDAIS should be
provided.	 There will also be a requirement to link these areas -to a simulation
compater.	 A keyboard and CDAIS console should be in close proximity to the
part task trainer areas. 	 There should be in audio communications 'Ink to the
control room and video cameras sbould be mounted to allow observation of tile-,
area.	 These cameras should have pan-tilt•zoom oapalbbity and should be relliote
controlled franc the control room.	 Facility intcrfaco ,,  such as power, vacuum,
pressurant, ate. are undetermined. 	 Partitions separating those areas sliould
bave the capability of easy and quick remova-1, to allow for integrated flight
simulation,
3.	 Control Room — The control room should contain training superNlsor
consoles which would provide for CCTV vioN^,ng of the part task area Nvith TV
cameras controllable from this console an(] select audio communication to all
IL
parts of the training facility and a POC.	 bl. addition, there should be a command
keyboard which will permit experiment control and faulting via a simulation com-
puter.	 Time display, video record capability, experiment and system data
i
c	
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display and other capabilities will be required. All video displays, closed cir-
cuit, and peripheral simulation video should be available at this console ti'4Ith.
t
superimposed time displays.
This console should also provide positions for payload sponsors to
observe the training operation.
4. Maintenance and Storage This area would be used for packing,
unpacking, and inspection of experiment and simulation hardware. It supports
part task preparation activities and provides an area for minor mechanical and
electrical repair and refurbishment on a continuous basis. A security storage
room would be required for special experiment hardware within this area.
5.2	 hardware
The major hardwa^-c components of training equipment required are
the CDIYIS, simulation computers,- PayloadSpecialist Station (PSS), peripheral
simulation equipment, Common Payload Support Equipment (CPSE) , and the
part task experiments.
1. CDMS/ CDMS Consoles —The training facility will require the use of
a CDMS experiment computer capable of accepting flight type experiment
software.
	
j
The CDMS should be accessed by a CDMS console, PSS, experiments,
POC, and training control doom. The information flou ring from or to the PSS
and/ or the CDMS console is in the form of commands or information for display.
The information from the CDMS to the POC and/or the training control room
would be in the form of a data stream .similar to the flight dowr_link. The infor,
	
	
,
mation flowing from, ;the POC and/or the training control room to the CDMS
would be in the form: of uplink commands. The data stream. at the training con
is	 trol room would have to be processed to provide the same type displays as is
provided for the payload sponsor at the POC. The data bus between the CDMS
n tip z2AU' s t` ould carry experiment data t r commands for experimenta d
	
'v	 ea y p	 d	 and/ o 	 ^.in
control.
2. Payload Specialist Station — One or more high fidelity represonta-
tions of the Orbiter payload specialist station will be required for those missions
operatingti^itli a pallet. It should provide a keyboard, TV monitor, analog-video
recorder, cauticn and warning system and those experiment control and displays
arequired for that missi(lli.	 It 811(7111d lit' (7f fl ij llt :ai r(.' alld Rill(°ti(xlally inte r , i('t
5
with the experhrient and s i 1t1111ati (71i computer.	 Audio and video l n1w sbould bo
t provided between this arva and tho control room.
il.	 91nuila,tion t'-(7111pUt('r	 A .^i111t11tttioll ('011lpUt('l' (Sili1L"(7t71)^ ('ciuiradt^llt
I	 a to a Univac 1109 is roqui1.od for ,itipport but could ho sharod with oillor tasks.	 f
This ('omputor ('till bo utilizod to (-'(7111plotoly sinnilato o.*%lj . rlinvnt8, 'SLben q[)ora--
` ti(f(al 17*t '(11\'4t1	 1	 absent,	 through111<1(ll 111(7(]('1h t(7 ! (11t't'41t(^	 llitlulus t(1 c`?;.jl(;r
111C'1it hardware or t(7 :3inllllat(? ('S17('II.11]('tTt l'(?S[7(J11S('s.	 Tho 'ihnCoin can ho Usod	 r
+*^' to silllulate portions of ( sPorlinvtlts not available, tl oso experi117ents that call-
not bo ope'ratod ill tll ' Earth onvi1"t7t1t iont, as well as t17ow, t lsjlori1 fonts \tllich
call be. simulated 111orc cost-offoctivoly than, t1w oNp4xriniont itsolf ('11:11 l)(' providod.
The Siil1('.ciin should also tako coinnlands from tho trallliap; control room and
` impact the data t(7 tlic vNporbuent t0 ovaluato Clio rvspons4' (1l tho train('(' iii 11(111•°
nominal situations.	 r:lh c' SinlCono Should illl('i'fa('(' Nvitl i t ll(' C IENIS, cont rol roolll,	 3
part task areas is SS, and poripller".11 shnillailolls ill .1 control aild data (>^('llltlls^',(^
capacity.	 '.111(* storage c'apac'ity for simulation programs is a fun('tion of flit'
number of vx-pooh fonts l7('ing 14 1111 silliultalloolisly, tho, ('( niplexity (lt:' tll(' expori-
m('ilt and the level of sinittlation required.
4.	 Peripheral Simulation l! quipIn(lilt — Tho purilllivral silulllatioll (quip-
incllt would provido a Visual traillillj	 support to tll(' payload specialist, c'. j;. ,	 1
a°	 !,	 antennao	 on tile= pallet.
	
nii,l coui(i j)c' acconlpiisil('(l lad' a
'	 '	 by the Sit iCoin with tho trainee watvhlnf, through .1Sn1111 ill(7(l(ll
	
tcontrol led
s1111ulatod viewport "and all electrical. fevdbacll to sit reify wlien tho antctiiia is
lolly cic17it7 °(ad.	 :^n(7t.h(tl• typo (7f jl( ripitr^ral simulation Would be vi.,ltal dvpic li(7 lls
displayed oil c'I7'1' r
 a nicntlttod bollilld a L:aieLLport.	 Itellis	 tttch a g clouds, star--
fiolds and I'"arth targot 's could ho di playod.
).	 Coni lion-Payload Support h( Ui	 llt('llj	 4'h 	 `['ll(' f(lll(1^L'llt}; it('111;i
of cC.Uii1inon payload support e(1Uipnlellt Wi ll l)e
	
(,j('I)t.jfj(. air l(lt " li, L'ic°LL`-	 j
port, an(]. film 'vault.	 The viewports Will be llsv l in coll)Ullt Uoll Will) 1wripll('ral
i sininlat on 4'quip11 ont to l)i.'(lvido r('lil^(sentativc , Earth, :i])aco ,in(] pall('t vivws.
'i- ICY addition, a tutittel ilnack-up will ho ill this ;t.niv arcaa. 	 All of these it_( nis Will
bo of tictttal flil;l lt si p (>.	 t
3
s	 ^'	 s	 y.	 36.	 Other 1Clttilllll( tit — 111 .lrt(liticnl t(3 tlt(
	 ln.t,j(7,	 h.ti^(lLL'li°e it( i1t:i (li p -°	 3
cussed, the following will ho roquir('d;
a.	 Wor lcl)(ino l i — A tl.'r inor with h t,ll fidelity 111,111, s," . 4tc'tll llltol'f.tc es
will be requirod to fan.,111ariro tllo payl(od spocialist With I'light .wife iv olwra-
t1:onal illterfacos.
f6 a
jr s^^
rb.	 Public Address (PA) System -- A PA system throughout the training
:facility with the option to patch into the, POC during into rated trainlug sessions
as required.
1
c,	 IN.-perimeut Support -- Flight similar racks will be required for
mounting user provided ex-nerim tints,	 These racks must be portable and capable f:
of accepting power and other facility supplied items,
^i
5,3
	
Software Requirements
To provide a realistic training onvirounient, the payload specialist should
interact with data rcprc',sentative of Nvhat night be sven in flight.	 Much of this
data presentation will be generated by software packages,
G Data hathoritig and trausmitting activities of pallet mounted sousors can
be simulated by sof varc package s. 	 'These sof fare, packages should be gen-
crated for each major sensor eleulent for all, disciplines to form a stimulus
simulation library.
	
By this method, the establishment of pertiuent mission
pavallicters ( altitude, pointing attitude, solar ac^tivitio.9, etc, ) should provide ienough information for the software to sfimulate an instruniciA' s activi ties and
is generate appropriate (iat-a to rho payload specialist.
	 This software should simn-
late exprrimont data flow throu gh the experinient data bus and proNdde logic to
allow est+4,,rhncnt hito- acrtion by payload specialist, ground flight control, or the
training supervisor.	 The data that m-otdd normally be on the high rate data ]arts
should be simulated as downlinl ed tit the user console in the format in 1011ch it 1
would appefi r in fight.
3y
Software programs will also be required to simulate outputs of ext)cri-
meet equihneont that cannot be furnished during flee training poriod.
	
It must
also support special pu^.pose peril)hc al simulations, ^. e. star iacl.cls, Earth l
views.
i
Specific softwarce package requirr-mcnts and siti.ng<
 are undofined at x
i present.	 Future analysis is planned for this area.
i
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6,0 ANALYSIS
The provious sections describe the proposed payload specialist training
concept and the types of resources required to support the formal training
period. To establish the overall requirements of such a concept and to quantify
the resources necessary to support this training system, ar, analysis ai)(1 Coln-
puterized modeling study was rerforniod.
The purpose of this study was to define typical overall mission training
requirements in terms of the modular trainer concept and resources as defined,
then to quantify the resource requirements for a variety of night frequency and
training experience possibilities.
The stela involved in this tinalysis and the results achieved are discussed
oaphs. The.overall flow ofact ipities performedin detail in the following paramr,
is shown in Figure 2.
DEFINE	 MISSION	 MISSION	 TRAINING 	RESOURCE
	 PARAMETRIC 	RESOURCES
REPRESENT-	 EXPERIMENT
	TRAINING	 FUNCTIONAL	 ALLOCATION	 ANALYSIS 	REQUIRED
ATIVE	 FUNCTIONAL	 REQUIRE•	 FLOWS PER	 By MISSION	 --I FOR VAn1-
MISSION$	 FLOWS	 MENTS	 Type	 OVS FLIGHT
ANALYSIS	 MISSION
	 j FREQUENCIES
L
Figure 2. Training requirements analysis now.
6.1	 Typical Mission Definition
Since training resource requirements are directly related to the payload
complement for which training must be provided, any analy.9is of the situation
must be tied as closely as possible to realistic Spacclab payloads. Spacclab
payload definitions at this time are mostly in the form of reforenco mis iS Oil
data, or specific experiment data.
The. primary sources of experinient, and mission data for Spaeolab aro
described in Table 1. References 2) through 11 were utilized to support,
analysis.
From this reference material [1-11], a set of four missions Nk•,Is chosen
for detailed analysis. The missions chosen were
TABLE' 1. SPA01,1LAB MISSION AND EXPEUMIENT DATA SOVIIC%,F,S
I, Swam- Shuttlo . nw1oad poscrivaon (88PD)
The SSPD contains them results of a survey by 1118FC of Gic
scientific community of potential payload sponsors. They
were asked to describe what experimmits they would like
to Cly on tho Shuttlo. The data are accumulated al0cording
to sciontific discipline "Ind include the following informa-
tion for each experiment:
f
Payload Operator Skill Requiromonts
haunch and Orbital Roquireni(intq
Payload Objective
I-Nporiment Ilardwarc Description
Payload Interface with Space Vehicles
Power, Data, and Environmental Requirements
Operational Times and Crew Involvomert
Stowage Requiremmits
('01111)11tcr Support Requirvinonts
This information is -available on anticipatod Spacolab experi-
inents but the data are not grouped into missions or payloads,
2. Litegrated Mission Planning, (IAIAP) l')0mullent
The IAIAP exercise constructs reference missions by com-
I)j)iing- selvetc(l SSPD payloads. These analysis and planning
procedures provido oxperience. and data on activities roquired
for flight definition, The IMAP is an integratod compilation
of in-depth studies to assess tho feasibility of refs: rence
missions by a numbor of technical disciplino organizations,
Tbose CUSCilffilICS MOIUde flight operations, mission time-
linos, associated ground olvratiws, vcliicic/payload inter-
face, and payload analysis.
3. Operation Requironionts Analysis (ORA)
The purpose of the ORA is to defbic, in is feasiblo detall as
possible, those requirements for e Spacelah oxpori-monIs
operations as performed daring the mission. The OlUA,
identifies on-orbit ( , j:cNv operations as urell as ground opera-
tions required of a lxavload operations control coaster. An
ORA form lists tho flight/ support function and associated
skill, manpower and tinic requirement.9, hardware, and
interface requirements.
r	 :'
Mission 10: Multidiscipline
	 Pallet only
Afission 11: Multidiscipline -- Lab and Pallet
Mission 14 Dedicated — Lab only
Mission 10; Dedicated Lair and Pallet
These missions were selected as representative of the spectrum of possible
Spacclab configurations and of the various scientific disciplines plaarirc^d for
Spacelab flight. From a training; standpoint, these missions should bound the
training; problem from a simple scat through a complex set of training; require-
meats as defined in the following, sections. The missions selected and their
experiments are given in Table Z.
,
6.2	 Mission Experiment ].Functional Flow Development
A detailed analysis of the training; requir oments for each mission was
performed. The first step in the training; requirenients analysis t+ gas -b(
development of revel I functional flow diagrams (Fig. 3) These top love]
flows contain the gross functions to be performed during the actual flight
experiment operation please and are a direct output of the C7RA. These Arne-
tional diagrams are developed for the primary purpose of strueWring; system
requirements into functional terns.
These are further expanded into Level 11 functions or tasks. The Level
II functions are the lowest level necessary to establish Lbo requironionts of
training;' resources for a given expel°imont which makes tip a part of a payload.
0,3	 Mission Training ltequirenentsaralfss
The training; requirements analysis form is illustrated in ItIg;oro •1, It
provides detailed information oil
	 Level II function NVIIic"ll Ynrist be porro rill e l
in conducting an experiment or group of exporinlcnts aiid what trainiti resourve
and time is required to trtun for that function. Each hold on the i`ortii i ^ (Wined
below:
1. I'tinction - The function lists the Level II function to be perforined
for which this sheet defines the requirements.
2. Number of Payload Specialist _- This is the nurniber of 1 ,)RVlo ld
specialists to be trained to perform the :function.
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slTABLE 2. TRAINING ANALYSIS MISSIONS
Mission 10: Multidiscipline Pallet Only►
EO-19-S High Speed biterferometer
AP-04-S Gravity and Relativity Satellite
IIB-11-S High Energy Astrophysics
SO-17--S Solar Activity Growth Processes
Mission 11: Multidiscipline Lab and Pallet
XST 001 Microwave Int'orferometer
XST 004 Autonomous Navigation
XST 006 ,Search and Rescue
XST 008 Imaging Radar
XST 010 Lidar
XST 010 Ultraviolet Meteor Spectroscopy
XST 020 Colony Growth In Zero -G
XST 021 Interpersonal Transfer of Microorganisms
in Zero-G
XST 02,3 Electrical Characteristics
 
of Biological Coll:s
"ST 02:1 Special Properties of Biological Cells
XST 026 Zero-G Stearn Generator
XST 027 Sampling of A/ B Particles
XST 029 Environmental Effects on Nonmetals
XST 040 External Contamination Measurements
Alission 14: Dedicated Lau (Life_ Sr ie^i^jeM;
LS-09-S Medical Emphasis Mission (medicine, biology,
life support and protective systems, than
systems integration)
LS 001 Visual Records anal Microscope
LS 002 Data Management Unit
f
`	 LS 003	 Life Sciences Support Unit
LS 004	 Preparation and Preservation Unit
LS 005	 Biochemical/Bioplky'sical Analysis Unit
LS 006	 Maintenance, Repair and Fabrication Unit
j	 LS 007	 Ancillary Stoj,,age	 r,
LS 012	 Biomed/ Behavioral Measurements Unit
i.	 0	 5
POWER UP
EXPERIMENT
VERIFY ORBITER
SPACELAB/EXP.
DATA INTERFACEI
VISUALLY INSPECT
EXPERIMENT
_
1
TE1I3X.T^fi 2, ( Concluded)
Mission 14: Dedicated Lab ( Life Sciences) (Concluded)
L$ 0213 Liternal Centrifuge
118026 Radiobiology thnit
LS 031 Blomed. Support Unit
1,$040/041 Vertebrate IIoldin p, Unit
L,9 042 Vertebrate Support, Emit
LS 0601061 CeliS and TiSSirc S 1 101(lin9 and SUpI)Ort Emit
Mission 19: Dedicated Lab wid. Pallet (Atipospheric,
Magnetospborie and Plasmas in SM 2
XAP 410 Wave Characteristics
XAP 420 Wave/ Particle Interactions
XAP 430 Wale and Slwath Experiments
XAP 450 Global I'nilsSion Survey
XAP 470 Magnetospheric Topology
f
ACTIVATE EXP.PAYLOAD SPECIALIST'
TO OPERATING
	
EXPERIMENT
CHECKOUT 	 EXP. CONTROL CENTER,. CONFIGURATION	 DEBRIEFING
1 t
'PERFORM EXP.	 PS/EXP, CONTROL	 DEACTIVATE	 CONFIGURE EXP,
PLIGHT PLAN	 CENTER DEBRIEFING	 EXPERIMENT	 FOR RETURN
/	 i
T^^ gure 3. 1,(.vel I fUtic'tjoij l flow dlap-ram.
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3. Knowledge — This field Identifies the knowledge required to perform
the function, This includes primarily knowledge not expected to be part of a
payload specialist' s background and which must be Imparted either by experl-
mentors whom, the payload specialist Nffll represent and/or by the host payload
center.
4. Skill — Skill ref(rs to the ability to perform specific tasks. This
field Identifies theopurational skills necessary to perform the function at tho
necessary level of proficiency.
5, Training 'Methods — This field identifies the most appropriate methods
of training to perform this function. The two basic methods available for train-
Ing are classroom and trainer. These methods relate back to knowledge and
skill as shown In the following diagram.
TRAINING
METHODV
KNOWLEDGE	 CLASSROOM
TRAINER
That is, classroom training imparts knowledge while trainer experience
(utilizing 1wowledge gained) imparts skill.
Classroom training will be conducted to sufficient depth to minimize the
use of trainers for other than the acquisition of skill (a. g. , speed, precision,
etc.) The training hours (item 7) for classroom and trainer reflect this
philosophy.
G. Level — The level defines the function perforinaiwe proficiency
equired. This is categorized as Limited, Proficient, Competent, or Highlyr
Proficient according to the folloNving definitions,
21
MA	 '
Level	 After Training Payload Specialist Will be Able to:
Limited	 Accomplish most task activities by being told or
shown how
Proficient	 Accomplish most of the task or activity, but not
necessarily to desired levels of speed or accuracy
Competent	 Accomplish a task or activity at minimum. accept-
E able loves of speed or accuracy
Highly	 Accomplish all
	
at highest levels of speed
Proficient
	
or accuracy, and be able to tell or show others
how to do the activites
7. Training Hours -r This field defines the number of training; hours
required of each training method (item a) to train all payload specialist identi-
fied in hone 2. This information is provided for two different types of payload
specialists:
a, No Provioue Training — Assumes the payload specialist has never
been previously trained to perform Spacelab experiments
r
r
b. Previous Training — Assumes all payload specialists have previously
been trained to perform Spacclab experirllonts, although not necessarily this
particular function
S. Mockups -- This field defines the type of mockup trainer or hardware
required to train the payload specialist to perform this function. The options
ern:
a. Part Task ._.- Part Task Trainer
b. Full -- k3n inee ring Model	
4
c. Soft Spacel,ab module trainer soft mocluip
f	 d. NB -- Neutral Buoyancy s. Imulator
e. Zero-G -- IBC 125) aircraft zero-gravity simulator
f. Racks — Number of racks n eeessary
22
Jg, CPSE — Common Payload Support Equipment sual i as short airlock,
long airlock, viewport, film vault.
h. C&D — Control and display panels oil consoles. To perform tasks
the payload specialist must interact with various experiment related C& D. Since
there is no current detailed definitlun of these C&D clements, five categories
of increasing complexity were defined for purpose of scopiny simulation
requirements:
J Catcgo;Ly	 Description
A	 Discrete: 1-10 channels
B	 Discrete: 11 or more channels
ti C	 Variable, i.e., maters, CRT ? s
Requires computer simulation or feedback
E	 Requires IZ*'JDMS, koyb oard, and CRT.
Payload specialist panel requires one
Type E; a CDMS console, two Type E l s
Other	 Stowage module, experiment hardware,
workbench
9.	 Data Systems — Defines the computer systems, interfacing equip-
meat, and software required to train for this function. 	 Where known, data
quwitity and time of actual computer -usage are given. 	 Interfacing equipment
is limited to RAUt
 s or hardware used to simulate a RAUfunction. 	 A pre-
liminary
	
rstatement of software requirements for the simulation compute 	 are
sbown, for each function. 	 This identifies those programs necessary to simulate
experivnents or experiment responses.
10.	 Peripheral Simulation. Ilardwaro — Any equipment used for peripheral
simulations, such as video sykci-n to show stars, Earth targets, clouds, etc. ,
will be defined for the function.
11.	 Remarks — Additional information pertinent to the function ri've given
here such Lis coordination requirements or other special requirements.
2,
j^
I
i
i
t
This detailed inforlllatioll was pr.`parcd for each Level II function of each
experiment of a mission. In addition all experiment summary shoot was pro-
pared which compiles the training resource requironionts and associated usage
time for the entire experiment.
6.4	 Mission Functional Flows
From the dotalled training requirements analysis and associated sum-
maries, a training functional flow was developed for each Inission (Vig. 5)
This flow depicts a scheduling of training necessary to achieve the results
defined in the summary of the training. requirements analysis Auld presents a
profile of training resource utilization for that training time period. To alleviate
computer overloading, training is scheduled such that while part of the crew is
in the trainer performing experiments with computer usage, others are per-
forming classroom training without computer usage oil another experillient.
6.5
	
Parametric Analysis of Resource Tiequircnionts
Training facility requirements arc dependent oil flight frequency, payloal
type, training poriod, and payload specialist experience ratio. For high flight
;frequencies, the training sessions will overlap and facility requirements will
be the sum of each night s s resource requirements. To idcnti fy those require-
ments, the mission functional flow data for each representative mission were
loaded into a data base for use by a computer parametric model. This model
randomly schedules the representative flights to inert the stmoifieci night fro-
quency. To allow crew involvement ill
	
operations tests, the payload
specialist training must essentially terminate 4 weeks prior to launch. Thus if
we loop at the random scheduling of flights, it might appear as ill Figure G.
The following parameters may be varicd in the computer analysis.,
1. Flight frequency (2-32 fliglitl yea )
2. Training periods (40 or 6 h/wk/c row)
1i.I ayloacl specialist expc^ric^licrs ratio (1110 perc3cllt naive to 0 percent
naive: ill 20 percotit incroments) ,
After defining these parameters, the collilnlLer randomly .schodules the repro--
sentati.ve fliffhts to satisf y the chosen fli it frequency and prints out a daily
t	
r
schedule of training resources required to support trai.ning for all flights in
_.
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pros ss at that tinge. For example, if we wished to loo p
 at the case of 12
flights/year; 40 h/wk training, and 80 percent naive and 20 percent experienced
crew, the commiter woad schedule the 12 launuhes on equal centers (one Month
apart) and sum training hardware requirements for each flay of the year
(appendix).
{
To gain more confidence in the data, 50 random flight sequences for
each case were averaged by clay. Requirements for each pieco of training
hardware were then plotted in the form of a cumulative frequency distribution
(Fig. 7) . Using the Mot of racks as an example, one can see that for the
specified conditions 32 racks will satisfy more than 95 percent of the training
requirements, Similar plots for all of the resources scope tho training resource
problem for flight frequencies from 1 through 32 flights/year. 'These data are
summarized in Table 3 I
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7.0	 CONCLUSIONS
Those resources sham in Table 3 will satisfy 95 porcont of all
parametrically identified requirements for the respective ],light frequencies.
.To satisfy these same reqtdroments could require as many as four full trainers
at a cost several magnitudes greater than that required for the modtilar concept.
The modular concept provide. the flexible low cost and tillic saving approach
needed to satisfy a multipurpose, high throughput training situation.
While our analysis has scoped the problem, there are still refinements
and additional areas requiring study.
None of our original analysis made use of seboduJin g, optimization
algorithms to allow a reduction in training times per. inissioll. Training
resource rotluirements wore not analyzed to the detail of shifting mission
training start dates to reduce overlaps ill training; sessions N • 11,011 in turn might
reduce resource requirO1-11011tS.
For analysis simplicity, facility 1, reparat
i
on requirements were not
considered in evaluation of resource requirements in this study. It is rocogiiized
that trainors must be configured for Ow various flights Imiet such configruring ties
up resources prior to the actual training start (late.
For this analysis, Riglits were rando'nily s•hedLiled. There are now,
however, realistic inissioll models which schedule flights by discipliuc through-
4
out the 1980-1990 time fra:xna. A moro realistic analysis could be porforniod
by analyzing training requirements to meet this mission Illodel.
Very little attention was givon to the concept of loarnitig, curves
throughout our analysis. This needs consideration to determine if such impacts
have significant effects oil the analysis.
All of these; areas have received analysis sliwo our initial studies and
will be the subject of a subsequent roport.
130
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8.0	 NOTES
(1) At an early stage, one micept which Nvas explored centered a large
portion of active training taking place ou the flight Spac ola:b. The main reasons
for discardiiig this notion included incompatibilities Nv th ittte-ration ;c^1^c dulvs,
3 the iriiposition of inervased "wear and tear" oii flil lit systoms, the Wabilfty to
iiitrocluce training poculiar "faults" into systom operation, attcl diet Inability to
simulate weightless operatioti with "zeal." liaj,,(1, pare.
(2) In an attempt to evaluate the modular c;oucept, it was applied to the
extent possible in training for a Concept Verification Test. (('VT) mission, A
dedicated Material Science Alissioii (C'VT TV A) was performed by a tialve crowf	
totally tPained by various clperiiuent I CI. 1,ach crewmaii and backup Nverc
trained on their assigned oxperiiiients In Clio PI Laboratory' o n Clio actual hardware
separately from the other crewman. Followhig the hidividual experiment train-
Mg, an integrated simulation was performed iii the test volile lo (Goileral Pu rpose
Laboratory) prior to the start of Clio actual test wook.
In spite of many P1 seliodullrig colillicts alid initial lack of completely
assemblod hairdwarei, crew performance was successful during; Clio miss ota.
crow mcnibors wore able to convicte ropah,s acid conduct procedural changes
duritim the test with vorbal assistance from t.be PI. It call bo concluded from
this test that;
3i
1. Separate trabibig for each prtyload specialist oa his assigned
experiments is acceptable.
i
2. An integrated payload simulation is essvtiii.al to loaruitig of
relationships ancT constraints of other cxpc riiiic its and surrcitxiitliri" ctivirottincnta.
3. PI may drove too busy N01h, tidier activities to adhere to au ostab-
lished training seliedule. This imay necessitate the establishmoiit or a dodicated
traiiiimr staff.
1	
^!
A more detailed eloscription of the (`VT IV A test results Is c ojitailied
!	 in the final report available from tho A1SM (TT Office.
a
l
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